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There is hint of summer out there and the holiday season is just

PARLIAMENT

Over the last few months Skylight has been learning about its own

around the corner!
resilience, and looking at how we can deliver better services. We
hosted Loss & Grief Week and linked with number of significant
events happening around the country. I personally want to thank

THANK YOU VERY
MUCH TO OUR LOSS &
GRIEF WEEK SPONSORS
& SUPPORTERS

everyone who contributed their time, skills and support to this
week. We couldn’t do it without you.
Last month we had the pleasure of attending the Bay of Plenty
Regional Warehouse event in Taupo. The Warehouse has done such
an amazing job of fundraising for Skylight. There are now Skylight
books being trialled in three of the Warehouse stores in that region.
We are very grateful to Levi Glasgow who facilitated this happening
and for the support of their National Office.

WHAT IS RESILIENCE?

We end this month entering into an exciting new partnership with
the Ministry of Education for the development of the Skylight
Resilience Hub. This journey began at our strategic planning day
with our Board, management team and long-time supporter Chris

HE TAI PARI

Bowden. We talked about the hard stuff, the gaps and the
opportunities around the issues impacting children, families, whānau

THE RISING TIDE

and communities. It was clear we need to be bold and think outside

BOOK REVIEW

wider community. With the support of Karen Clarke we recognised

the box to find innovative and efficient ways to engage with the
that working as a team brings us strength to overcome challenges
and, strive for better outcomes and that working collaboratively
with others we can achieve better results.
The Resilience Hub is a collaborative three-year project developing
easily accessible rich digital online content and services. It is
transforming Skylight’s resources and services to meet the needs of
communities throughout Aotearoa. It is about reframing what we do
while ensuring the inclusion of hard to reach communities and that
people affected by loss, grief and trauma know where to go and they
can access the right help at the right time in the right way.

Heather

The Warehouse & Skylight Trust
Last month Skylight was invited to attend the Warehouse Region 5 conference.
The theme was horror and it was quite a spectacle. Warehouse Chief Executive Officer Pejman Okhovat
was in attendance along with the enthusiastic and energetic teams from the region. After the awards
section of the night the region hosted a charity auction for Skylight, raising over $10,000 dollars.
Skylight has been the regional sponsorship partner for the past three years. In this time the Warehouse
has raised hundreds of thousands of dollars. It has been an absolute honour to be part of this relationship
and has meant that we have been able to deliver training, resources and support to Gisborne, Napier,
Whakatane, Hastings,Taupō, Rotorua, and Tauranga schools and community groups that support children
and youth through tough times. Skylight wishes to especially thank Levi Glasgow who has been an
absolute champion for our kaupapa.
The Warehouse has undergone a new transition as the Blue and Red stores have merged. The new
configuration has meant that the Warehouse are not continuing their regional sponsorship programme
any longer. Currently three Warehouse stores are trialing Skylight books in their stores. This is an
exciting development. Watch this space!
Skylight is so grateful to have been part of this incredible sponsorship relationship.

Beautiful Night at WelTec
by Stephanie Garvey
It was a lovely evening for Skylight's annual Dinner & Fundraising Auction. Celebrity hosts Polly &
Grant made the evening exceptionally entertaining and a huge success. Weltec provided an
excellent venue with superb service and food.
Some of the exciting items for auction this year was a night at the Museum Art Hotel QT, and a
two-night ski getaway at Ohakune.
Live music was provided by Sydney Jane whose acoustic set was a bluesy folk mix of a bit of
everything.
Skylight wants to thank all of the kind and generous donors and bidders who made the evening a
successful, hilarious and super fun event.

THANK YOU
TO OUR FANTASTIC
SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS,
Celebrities & Artists
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Loss & Grief Talks at City Gallery
This year Skylight hosted Gold Coin Loss and Grief talks during Loss and Grief Awareness Week
2017. Skylight was fortunate to receive sponsorship from the Wellington City Council to hold the
event at City Gallery Wellington.
Around 40 people attended the talks, which were on a range of topics.
We had a variety of experts speaking at different times during the day. Tricia Hendry spoke on
'how to support someone who is grieving'. Dr Lynne Russell spoke about suicide bereavement, her
personal experiences and how that impacts on community and whānau. The fabulous team from
InsideOUT presented on some ways LGBT youth are impacted by loss and grief. Chris
Bowden from Victoria University spoke about men and grief and Vanessa Eldridge from Mary
Potter Hospice, presented on the end of life journey, with a tikanga Māori perspective.
Feedback from attendees was overwhelmingly positive. Skylight hopes to build on this event and
develop the kaupapa for the 2018 Loss and Grief Awareness week.

Survivor NZ
Celebrity Lunch in
Christchurch
Fan Favourite, Skylight Celebrity Lunch participant
and Otautahi Youth Worker Sala Tiatia, enjoyed his
celebrity lunch at Speight's Ale House in Ferrrymead
The sun was out for a great day, raising money for a
great cause.

Emily enjoying her
Celebrity Lunch at
Capitol
Lovely winner Emily Slater, award winning chef and
restaurateur Tom Hutchinson, and radio personality
and delightful human Polly Gillespie are all smiles for
the Celebrity Lunch.
The menu was superb prepared by Tom and his chefs
at Capitol Restaurant in Wellington. Thank you to
everyone for supporting Skylight.

Judy Bailey sets a
record for Skylight!
Skylight Patron and Mother of the Nation Judy
Bailey's lunch auction went for a staggering $1,800!
It was a nail biter right down to the end with a
ferocious bidding war.
Thanks for supporting the Trade Me Celebrity
Lunches! An amazing result! Ka Pai!

Ka Pai New Zealand Rugby!
The New Zealand Rugby Union donated a 2017 Lions Rugby Tour All Black jersey to Skylight Trust
to raise funds during Loss and Grief Week. Skylight Patron Louise Nicholas secured the lauded
black jersey through a working relationship formed last year with rugby union Chief Executive
Steve Tew.
The framed jersey came complete with a list of the signatures from all 33 players, and the
signatures of Head Coach Steve Hansen, Assistant Coach Ian Foster, and both Managers Darren
Shand and Gilbert Enoka! The jersey was sold on Trade Me to a very happy bidder.

Movie Fundraiser
'My Year with Helen'
September 5 Skylight was able to secure the sought
after 'My Year with Helen'.
Since the screening there has been a discussion with
Helen Clark about making a five minute video clip
about resilience for Skylight.
Watch this space!

Beyond Boundaries, Kei Tua o Pae
by Caroline Speight
Skylight recently attended the Social Services Providers Association Conference at Te Papa.
We talked about Skylight’s start in Newtown more than 20 years ago through to where we are
now in Vivian Street and covered some of the different challenges and achievements we have had
along the way. Other’s could relate to many of our experiences and found that what we have
learnt was worth considering when they are in similar situations. Our experience of focusing on
partnering with counsellors and community organisations around Aotearoa has been really
worthwhile as more people in different communities are now able to get the right type of support
when they need it.
Judge Andrew Becroft from the Children’s Commission was a key note speaker. He spoke strongly
about how important it is for the voice and experiences of children to be sought out and valued
by government agences as well as organisations providing support to young people when we are
developing, implementing and evaluating services. Children make up 24% of New Zealand’s
population, and this group is largely unable to influence decisions made about and for them.
Those of us in NGOs working with young people need to make a conscious effort to seek the
feedback and opinions of the children using our services. Judge Becroft referred to the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child and gave suggestions of how to engage with
children. Another group presenting at the SSPA Conference were VOYCE - Whakarongo Mai, the
Voice of the Young and Care Experienced. This group advocates for and believes that children
and young people in care need to be heard and their voices kept at the centre of all the decisions
made about them.

Skylight's
promotional stall at
the SSPA conference
Caroline Speight (Skylight Contracts Manager) and
Lisa Reynolds (Skylight Programme Coordinator) talk
about the Skylight resources with a conference
attendee.

Resource Centre
Book Reviews
He Tai Pari
The Rising Tide
By Jenny McIntosh
Rising Tide is a very readable kiwi tale about a 10-yearold boy called Ari, who carries a secret. He lives in a
constant state of anxiety as he tries to keep his secret
from being discovered, both at school and at home. His
belief that he is the only one who suffers from this issue
combined with his shame stop him seeking help. It also
keeps him somewhat closed off from those around him –
his family, friends and teachers. He looks up to his
father, who is the regarded as the town’s best mechanic
and to his koro, who he loves dearly and doesn’t want to
let either them down.
One day, a crisis occurs, that leads to the possibility of
his secret being discovered. Holding the secret becomes
more difficult and Ari becomes more desperate and
isolated from his family. The crisis becomes the catalyst
for the secrets to be shared and a strategy for the family
to move forward.

This book is for children in years 5 – 8 and is
available in both English and te reo Māori. It
includes lesson plans for schools and exercises for
parents to use the book to challenge deep seated
self-beliefs which give rise to worry and anxiety,
and create a new story for the future.
Rising Tide is available for loan from the Skylight
library, as are Maia and the Worry Bug and Wishes
and Worries, which also address issues of worry
and anxiety in children and are published by
Kotuku Creative.

